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Within this single drama¢ÃÂÂin great part, a harsh critique of Athenian society and the Greek city-state in general¢ÃÂÂSophocles tells of the eternal struggle between the state and the individual, human and natural law, and the enormous gulf between what we attempt here on earth and what fate has in store for us all. In this magnificent dramatic
work, almost incidentally so, we find nearly every reason why we are now what we are. ¢ÃÂÂVictor D. Hanson and John Heath, Who Killed Homer? The Demise of Classical Education and the Recovery of Greek Wisdom With Antigone Sophocles forcibly demonstrates that the power of tragedy derives not from the conflict between right and wrong but
from the confrontation between right and right. As the play opens the succession battle between the sons of Oedipus¢ÃÂÂPolynices and Eteocles¢ÃÂÂover control of Thebes has resulted in both of their deaths. Their uncle Creon, who has now assumed the throne, asserts his authority to end a destructive civil war and decrees that only Eteocles, the
city¢ÃÂÂs defender, should receive honorable burial. Polynices, who has led a foreign army against Thebes, is branded a traitor. His corpse is to be left on the battlefield ¢ÃÂÂto be chewed up by birds and dogs and violated,¢ÃÂÂ with death the penalty for anyone who attempts to bury him and supply the rites necessary for the dead to reach the
underworld. Antigone, Polynices¢ÃÂÂ sister, is determined to defy Creon¢ÃÂÂs order, setting in motion a tragic collision between opposed laws and duties: between natural and divine commands that dictate the burial of the dead and the secular edicts of a ruler determined to restore civic order, between family allegiance and private conscience and
public duty and the rule of law that restricts personal liberty for the common good. Like the proverbial immovable object meeting an irresistible force, Antigone arranges the impact of seemingly irreconcilable conceptions of rights sednarg rop sodajenam selairetam sol nos on etse omoc soseurg setsartnoc .apluc nis amitcÃv anu omoc enogitnA a
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n³Ãicidnoc al y anamuh azelarutan al ed amard led saredarud senoicanimuli sal ed anu odneicudorp ,sedadilibasnopser The exquisite art of suffocations is shown in touches byHe makes us feel that he believes, as well as Antigone, he is fighting for what he believes is the right, while both are aware that, by following a principle, they are putting
themselves open to just guilt for transgressing another. Eliot would call the approach of the work the â € œAntagonism of principles â €, demonstrating a point of universal meaning that â € œIn that the strength of the intellect of man, or the moral sense, or the affection The opposition with the rules that society has sanctioned, there is a renewed
conflict between Antigone and Crion; Such a man does not only dare to have reason, but he must also dare to be wrong to shake the faith, to hurt his powers of friendship. Sophoclesâ € ™ Antigone is less a work on the pathigid purpose of a life of the tyrannio or the corruption of the authority that on the inevitable cost and the consequence between
competitors who define the human condition. From opposite and opposite positions, both the Antigone and the Creole are in the shared suffering that each one has caused. They have destroyed each other and themselves for which they are and what they believe. They are both correct and incorrect in a world that lacks moral certainty and simple
elections. The chorus summarizes what Antigone will incarnate vividly: â € œThe powerful words of the proud are fully paid with strong destination blows, and finally those blows will teach us wisdom. As the work opens Antigone, he declares his intention to his sister Ismene to challenge the impair and inhuman order of Creole and lists her sister's
help to bury her brother. Ismene responds that as women should not oppose the will of men or the authority of the city and invite death. Ismene's shyness and deference underlines the courage and challenge of Antigone. Antigone affirms greater loyalty to blood relatives and divine law that burial is a "holy crime", justified even by death. Ismene
Ismeneby calling her sister “a lover of the impossible”, an exact description of the tragic hero, which, according to academic Bernard Knox, is the most important contribution to the drama of the Sophocles: “The suffocations present us for the first time with what we recognize as a “tragic hero”: one that, without the support of the gods and the human
opposition, takes a decision that springs from the most profound layer of its individual nature, Antigone True in its decision and self-sufficient, Antigone rejects both the practical advice of his sister and his kinship. Ironically Antigone denies his sister, when Ismene resists his will, the same blood kinship that calls for Antigone's supreme loyalty to bury
his brother. To Antigone the demands of the duty of dead overpower to the living, and she does not hesitate to claim both to know and to act by divine will. As critic Gilbert Norwood notes, “It is the splendid perverse value of Antigone that creates the drama.” Before the apprehended Antigone, which has been taken in the act of scattering dust in the
body of his brother, lamenting and pouring out libations, is taken before criollo and the dramatic crux of the work, the Choir of the elders of the ban delivers what has been called the song of fi nest in all Greek tragedy, the so-called Ode to Man, which begins “mans are many, and none is more wonderful” This magnificent celebration of human power
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sympathizes with Antigone, Creon affirms that he does not care about the will of the city, whose original edict of Crionro well -being against the Polynes was destined to serve. They also believe, resentments being educated at convenience by his son. Inflaimed by the defense of his son in the name of Antigone, the Creole brands have a â € That
Antigone is just perishing for being buried alive. Having started the drama with a decree that a dead man must remain unburged, Creole is reversed, going, ordering the premature burial of a living woman. Antigone, being conducted to his numbness, is stripped of his old trust and challenge of his, seeking the justification that can isolate his
acceptance of the destiny that his actions have caused. Contemplating her ancestry living to her to the underworld and death that awaits her, Antigone regrets dying without marriage or children. She has left her confidence in the Equilian Divine and Natural Law to justify her act while she finds the emotional source to sustain her. A husband and a
child could be replaced, she rationalizes, but as her mother and her father are dead, no brother can replace Polynices. The tortured Lógica of Antigone here, so different from the ex -wife, has been rejected by some editors such as spurious. Others have judged this emotionally essential discourse to humanize Antigone, revealing her ability to suffer
from her and her painful bust of Algén Consuelo. The drama concludes with the uncensary that came to Creole and the consequences of his trial. The Blind Prophet Teiresias comes to warn Creole that Polynices' unearthed body has offended the gods and that Crer is responsible for the disease he has About Thebes. Believe has remained from Hades
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